We show that any countable distributive lattice can be embedded in any interval of polynomial time degrees. Furthermore the embeddings can be chosen to preserve the least or the greatest element. This holds for both polynomial time bounded many-one and Turing reducibilities, as well as for all of the common intermediate reducibilities.
INTRODUCTION
and Karp (1972) introduced the polynomial time bounded counterparts to the two most important recursive reducibility notions, namely polynomial time Turing (p-T) and many-one (p-m) reducibilities, respectively. While Cook's p-T-reducibility seems to be the most natural and general efficient reducibility notion, Karp's stronger p-m-reducibility proved to be of particular value for classifying problems in XN. Ladner (1973 Ladner ( , 1975 was the first to study the structure of the polynomial time (p-) degrees induced by these reducibility notions on the recursive sets. He showed that, for both notions, the p-degrees form an upper semilattice but not a lattice, that the partial ordering of p-degrees is dense, that every nonzero p-degree splits, i.e., is the join of two lesser ones, and that minimal pairs of p-degrees exist, i.e., that there are incomparable p-degrees a and b with infimum 0, 0 the p-degree of the class N of (deterministically) polynomial time computable sets. Moreover, Ladner proved that, under the hypothesis of N ~ XN, JV¢ ~ will consist of infinitely many p-degrees.
Interesting extensions of Ladner's results were obtained by Mehlhorn (1974 Mehlhorn ( , 1976 who proved among others that any countable partially ordered set can be embedded in any interval of p-degrees. Landweber, Lipton, and Robertson (1981) and Chew and Machtey (1981) refined Ladner's diagonalization technique, thus simplifying and extending some of Ladner's results. For instance they showed that every nonzero p-degree bounds a minimal pair.
Here we continue the investigation into the structure of the polynomial degrees. We prove a quite general lattice embedding theorem for the pdegrees which subsumes and extends most of the previously obtained results on the structure of the polynomial time degrees. In particular we show that any countable distributive lattice can be embedded in any interval of polynomial time degrees by maps which preserve the greatest or least element, respectively. Moreover the embeddings can be chosen to be incomparable with any finite (in fact, any recursively presentable) class of intermediate degrees. Since most of the results on polynomial time degrees in the literature can be viewed as embedding results for certain simple finite distributive lattices, we obtain these results as immediate corollaries. As we will point out our embedding results do not only hold for Cook's and Karp's reducibilities but also for the intermediate reducibilities introduced by Ladner, Lynch, and Selman (1975) . Moreover we obtain similar results for the degree classes of sets with certain interesting structural properties where these classes share a certain uniformity property. We look at the following examples: non-selfdual sets, i.e., sets which cannot be p-mreduced to their complements, non-p-mitotic sets (cf. Ambos-Spies, 1984a) and A~ sets (cf. Sch6ning, 1983) .
After some preliminaries in Section 1, in Section 2 we summarize some facts on recursively presentable classes of recursive sets which we need for our proofs. In Section 3 we use the diagonalization technique of Landweber, Lipton, and Robertson (1981) and Chew and Machtey (1981) to prove two lemmas which provide the tools for preserving joins and meets in our lattice embeddings. Section 4 contains the main theorems. Finally, in Section 5 we apply our embedding results to the p-degrees of sets with special properties.
PRELIMINARIES
Let Z" be a finite alphabet which contains the letters 0 and 1, and let S* denote the set of (finite) strings over 22. We denote elements of S* by lower case letters from the end of the alphabet, while capital letters denote recursive subsets of 22". Ixl is the length ofx and IAI is the cardinality ofA. < is the natural ordering on 22*. In our notation we do not distinguish between a set and its characteristic function. So x eA iff A(x)= 1 and x6A iff A(x) = 0..4 denotes the complement 22* -A of A, xA is the set {xy: y e A } and A~3B=OAu1B. We write A=*B if the symmetrical difference (A-B) u(B-A) is finite and A~*B if A'~B for some A'=*A. t~ is the set of natural numbers. Lower case letters from the middle of the alphabet denote elements of ~, lower case greek letters denote recursive subsets of t~.
~(~)
is the class of subsets of 22* which can be (non)deterministically computed in polynomial time. ~ is the set of polynomial time computable functions from 22* to Z'*, and ~N is the class of subsets of N which are polynomial time computable (with respect to unary representation). Let {Pn: n~ N} and {fn: n~ N} be recursive enumerations of ~ and ~-, respectively. Note that there is a canonical embedding of ¢~N into induced by the function f(n)=0" which identifies N with {0}*. So NN is isomorphic to the class of languages in N over the single letter alphabet {0).
Confusing notation, we use (,) to denote polynomial time computable and invertible bijections from N x S* to 22* and from N n to N (n >/2). Ladner, Lynch, and Selman (1975) . The following relations hold among these reducibility notions: ~< ~ ~ ~<~-, --* ~<~, ~ ~<ft --' ~<~ and ~<Pm ~ ~Pc(~ §)---' ~ft" In the following r stands for any of the above reducibilities. RrP (NPrQ is the class of p-r-degrees of recursive (~) sets. Note that there is a least l~r-degree 0, the degree consisting of the class N (in case of p-m-reducibility we systematically ignore the sets ~ and S* which constitute their own p-m-degrees), and that the supremum a u b of any two p-r-degrees exists, namely deg~(A)wdeg~(B) = degP(A OB). As Ladner (1975) has shown, however, the infimum a c~b of two p-degrees does not always exist. So the p-r-degrees of recursive sets form an upper semilattice but not a lattice. For further basic results on the structure of the polynomial degrees we refer the reader to Ladner (1975) .
RECURSIVELY PRESENTABLE CLASSES
Landweber et al. (1981) have observed that the notion of a recursively presentable class of recursive sets plays an important role in the study of polynomial time degrees. Here we review this and a related notion, and summarize some simple but important facts on recursively presentable classes. Some of the results presented below are taken from the literature (Landweber et al. (1981) , Regan (1983) , Schmidt (1984), and Sch6ning (1982) In the literature recursively.presentable classes are usually required to be nonempty. Inclusion of the empty class here is purely for convenience. Note that any finite class of recursive sets is r.p. and that the polynomial degrees of the members of an r.p. class are bounded, namely VC~Cg (C ~<Pm U), U some universal set for cg.
The following lemma summarizes some simple properties of r.p. classes which we will use later. (c) The proofs for the two classes ~r(%) and [%, cdl] Note that, by Lemma 2.1(c), a class C of p-r-degrees is recursively presentable iff { C: 3e e C (C e c) } is recursively presentable. Moreover, any interval of p-r-degrees is r.p. In particular, for any recursive set A, {B: B =r p A} and {B: B ~<~ A} are r.p. and c.f.v. So all complexity classes, like N, XN, cosVN, PSPACE, which posses complete sets with respect to ~<Pm and which are downwards closed under ~<Pm are recursively presentable and closed under finite variants.
The following notion extends recursive presentability to unbounded classes of recursive sets. Proof (a) As we have observed above, any c.f.v, and r.p. class is bounded and 1.r.p. On the other hand if cg is a c.f.v, and 1.r.p. class which is bounded, say by the recursive set A, then cg = cg n ~ for the r.p. and c.f.v. class ~ = {B: B ~<Pm A}. So by local recursive presentability, cg is also r.p.
DEFINITION. A class ~ of recursive sets is locally recursively presen-
(b) For a proof of the nontrivial direction assume that Cgn {C ~<Pm A} is r.p. for any recursive set A, and let ~ be any c.f.v, and r.p. class. Then for a recursive set A bounding 9, Cgn~= (Cgn {B:B <~A})n~.
So (gn~ is r.p. by hypothesis and Lemma 2.1(b).
COMPLEXITY BOUNDED DIAGONALIZATION
In this section we use Landweber, Lipton, and Robertson's (1981) diagonalization technique to prove two diagonalization lemmas, which will be used for preserving joins and meets, respectively, in our embedding proof in the next section.
We start with some notions introduced by Landweber et al. (1981) . Let f: N ~ N be a function such thatf(n) >n for each n. The nth iteration f" of f is inductively defined by f°(m) = m and f" + 1 (m) =f(ff(m)). The set IY, = {x e 27":f'(0) ~< Ixl <f"+ 1(0)} is called the (n + 1)st f-interval. Since f(n) > n, fn(o) >f" + 1(0) whence the f-intervals give a partition of 27", i.e., 27*= U{I{: n~ N} and l~nlfm=~ for n ~ m. For c~ ~ ~ we abbreviate U {IY,: n ~ ~} by I~. The function f is called polynomially honest if f is recursive and there is a polynomial p such that f(n) can be computed in p(f(n)) steps. Note that, for polynomially honestfwithf(n) > n and for ~ ~ ~N, I~ ~ ~. (Namely, given x compute the iterations mo =f°(0),'rnl =fl (0) Proof W.l.o.g. ~o and % are nonempty, say Uo, U1 are recursive universal sets for %, %, respectively. Let
Obviously go is partial recursive and go(n)>n. Moreover, since 
VX ~ z~*(gn(O) ~ [X I < gn+
Moreover, by choice of g and by definition of go, g"(0)~>n, g"(0) <go(g"(0))~<g'+ 1(0) and there is some string x such that g"(0) ~< Ixl < go(g" (0)) and
Co~Cl(X)# U(Ok)(X).
All this implies (Co n I g) w Cl(X ) ~;~ u(k)(x). The proof for the second claim is similar, now using that, by coinfinity of ~, for each k there is some n 1> k such that n ¢ ~ and thus
To illustrate the way Lemma 3.1 can be used to obtain nontrivial suprema (joins) of polynomial degrees, we reprove Ladner's splitting theorem. (Ladner, 1975) . For any recursive set A ¢~ there is a set B e ~ such that degrP(A n B) < deg~(A), degV~(A n B) < deg~(A) and deg~(A) = degP~(A n B) u deg~(A n/~). Hence any nonzero p-r-degree is join reducible.
COROLLARY
Proof Fix a recursive set A CN. Note that, for any BeN, A =Pm(A n B) G (An/~) and thus deg~(A) = deg~(A n B) u deg~(A n B). Hence it suffices to find B e ¢~ such that A ¢~ A n B and A ¢ ~-A n B.
Let go be the recursive function obtained by the join lemma when applied to Co=A, C1= ~, %= ~3, and cgl=degP(A). ThenI for any polynomially honest function g which dominates go, Ig ~ e N, Ig ~ = Ig ~ + 1, A n I~ ~ ¢ C£o u (~91, and A n I~ ~ + 1 ¢ ego u (gl. So B = I g ~ has the desired properties.
As a second application of the join lemma we prove a variant of Breidbart's splitting theorem.
3.3. COROLLARY (Breidbart, 1978) . Let A be an infinite and coinfinite recursive set. Then there is a set B e ~ such that A n B, A n B, A n B, and A n B are infinite.
Proof We apply the joi n lemma twice, once to Co=A, C1=~, %={D:D finite}, cgl=~; and once to Co=A, C1=~, %={D:D finite}, Cgl=~; and we let g be any polynomially honest function dominating the resulting functions go. Then, as one can easily see, B = I~ has the desired properties.
Note that Corollary 3.3 implies that, for any infinite recursive set A, A n B and A n B are infinite for some Be ~ (for cofinite A apply the corollary to A n 0X*). Since ¢~ is closed under intersection, it follows that any infinite set A e N possesses an infinite subset A'e N such that the difference A-A' is infinite. A direct proof for these facts can be found in Sch6ning (1982a) .
We now turn to our second technical lemma.
LEMMA (meet lemma). For any recursive set D there is a recursive function gl: N ~ ~, gl(n)>n, such that the following holds. If g is a polynomially honest function which dominates gl and if ~, fle ~N and E c X* is recursive, then
Proof The proof is a straightforward variant of the proof of Landweber, Lipton, and Robertson's minimal pair theorem (1981, Theorem 14) . Similar arguments have also been used by Chew and Machtey (1981) and Sch6ning (1984) .
Given D, let gl be the step counting function of some deterministic Turing machine computing D such that g~(n)> n. Now The meet lemma, in combination with the join lemma, can be applied to yield nontrivial meets in the polynomial time degrees. We conclude this section by giving an example.
3.5. COROLLARY (Landweber et al. (1981) , Chew and Machtey (1981) Proof Given a>0, fix A~a. Apply the Join Lemma to Co=A, C1 = ~, ~go = ~, ~1 = ~, and the meet lemma to D = A, and let go and gl, respectively, be the resulting functions. Now for any polynomially honest g which dominates go and gl let Bo = Ig ~ n A, B1 = I4 g ~ + 2 n A, bo = degP(Bo), and bl=degP(B1). Obviously, bo, bl~<a. Moreover, by the join lemma, 0 < bo, bl. Finally, by the meet lemma applied to 7 = 2N, fl = 2N + 1, and E=~, 0=b0nbl.
EMBEDDING THEOREMS
We first review some notions from lattice theory. A partially ordered (p.o.) set 5~= (L; ~<) is a lattice if, for all a, beL, the supremum aub=sup{a, b} (the join of a and b) and the infimum anb=inf{a,b} If La 1 is embeddable in L~2 then we also say 5q~ is a sublattice of £,e 2 (up to isomorphism). We say an embedding f preserves the least element or 0 (greatest element or 1) iff(0zel)= 0_~ 2 (f(1 ~,)= 1~2 ) or 0ze~(lze~) does not exist. A lattice ~e = (L; ~< ) is distributive if , b, eeL ((awb)~(awc)=au (bc~c) ).
Va

An upper semilattice ~ is distributive if
Va, b, c~L (e<<.awb~ 3co <<.a 3c1<~b (C=CoWCl)).
Note that any sublattice of a distributive u.s.1, is distributive in the lattice For a more detailed treatment of the above notions and for proofs of the basic lattice theoretic results applied below we refer the reader to Gr/itzer (1978) .
We will now show that any countable distributive lattice can be embedded in any interval of polynomial degrees by maps which preserve 0 and 1, respectively. Since it is well known from lattice theory that any countable distributive lattice (with at least two elements) can be embedded into the (up to isomorphism unique) countably infinite atomless Boolean lattice by a map which preserves both 0 and 1, it suffices to embed this particular Boolean lattice. For this sake we first exhibit an efficiently computable representation of the countable atomless Boolean lattice.
Let (~*; ~<*) be the quotient lattice of (~; _ ) over the ideal of finite sets; i.e., the elements of ~* are the classes 
LEMMA. (a) (~ ; ~_ ) is a Boolean lattice.
(b) (~*; ~< *) is a countable atomless Boolean lattice.
Proof (a) Obviously ~ is closed under w (union) and c~ (intersection). So ~'N is a field of sets and thus a distributive lattice. Moreover ~N has least element ~ and greatest element ~ and it is closed under (set) complementation. So ~ is Boolean.
(b) Since the class ~ of finite subsets of N is an ideal of NN, the quotient lattice (N*; ~< *) of the Boolean lattice (~N; -) over o~ is a Boolean lattice too. Obviously N* is countable. So it only remains to show that ~* has no atoms, i.e., that any infinite set A e ~n has a subset B e ~n such that both B and A -B are infinite. As pointed out in the previous section this is an immediate consequence of Breidbart's splitting theorem (Corollary 3.3) using the canonical embedding of ~n into N. (4.11)
THEOREM (embedding theorem). Let A and B be recursive sets such that B <P A and let ~ and ~ be r.p. and c.f.v, classes of recursive sets such that A • B $ cg and ~ • B 6 ~. Then there is a polynomially honest function g, g(n)>n, such that the following holds. The functions fi: ~ --*Z* and
The last fact implies that the functions f* are well defined. By (4.10), the range off* is contained in [deg~(B), degrP(A)] and the appendix of (4.5) holds. Now (4.13) and the direction "~" in (4.12) are immediate by (4.9) and (4.10), respectively. Moreover, (4.14) holds by the meet lemma and definition of f/. (Note that fl (e) =Pm (An Ig~) E) ((A n Ig~ + 1 ) @ B).) It only remains to prove the other direction of (4.12). So fix e,/~ such that f/(c0 ~<~f/(fl) and, for a contradiction, assume 7 = e -fl is infinite. Note that 7e~.
So, by (4.10), f,. (7)~<~f/(e) and thus, by choice of e and fl, f/(7)~<,Pf/(fl). Since trivially f/(7)~<~fi(7), this and (4.14) imply f,-(~)~<rPf~(flny)=f~(~), i.e., by (4.10), f~(Y)=Pfi(~). So, for i=0, fo(y)edegrP(B) contrary to (4.4). Moreover, by (4.13) and (4.10), deg~(fi(N )) = degP(fi(~ w ~7)) = deg~(fi (7)) w deg~(f~(~)) = degP(f~(~)) u deg~(fi(~)) = degP(f~(~)), whence, for i= 1, f1 (7) Since any countable p.o. set can be order embedded in the countable atomless Boolean lattice, Corollary 4.3 implies the following result on partial suborderings of the polynomial degrees which has been stated in Mehlhorn (1976) without proof. (Mehlhorn, 1976) . Let a, b 6 R~ (NP p) be given such that b < a. Any countable p.o. set can be order embedded in [b, a] (n NP~).
COROLLARY
We can extend Corollary 4.3 by showing that the embeddings may be chosen to be incomparable with any given finite (in fact any r.p.) class of p-r-degrees which avoid the upper and lower cones of a and b, respectively.
COROLLARY (main embedding theorem). Let a, b~R~ (NP~) be given such that b < a and let C be an r.p. class of p-r-degrees such that
VeeC(e~banda~e). Corollary 4.5 unifies and extends most of the previous results on the structure of the polynomial time degrees of recursive sets. Moreover, assuming ~ #X~, all results on the polynomial degrees of XC~-sets proved in Balcazar and Diaz (1982) , Chew and Machtey (1981) , Ladner (1973 Ladner ( , 1975 , Landweber, Lipton, and Robertson (1981) , Mehlhorn (1976), and Schmidt (1984) are direct consequences of Corollary 4.5 and the existence of XN-complete problems.
We obtain these results by appropriate choices of the lattice ~. In the following we give two examples.
First let 5 ° be the 3-element total ordering. Then Corollary 4.5 gives density of the polynomial time degrees (Ladner (1975) ), i.e.,
Vb<aSd (b<d<a).
Moreover, d can be chosen incomparable with any finite (or recursively presentable) class in the interval (b, a). (This extends the main theorem of Balcazar and Diaz (1982) .) Hence no interval of polynomial degrees is totally ordered (Ladner, 1975) and no finite (r.p.) anti-chain in a given interval is maximal. Now let A ° be the 2-atom Boolean lattice ~2. Then the 1-preserving embeddings of ~2 give Ladner's splitting theorem, i.e., the fact that every nonzero degree a is join-reducible. In fact the splitting can be done above any lesser degree b (Ladner, 1975) and it can be chosen to be incomparable with any intermediate degree c, i.e., Yb<c<a Sdo, dl (b<do, dl <a & a=dowdl & do[c & dllc) .
Taking 0-preserving embeddings of N2 we obtain the dual result
This shows that every degree is meet-reducible (Landweber et al., 1981) and, by taking b = 0, that every degree bounds a minimal pair (Landweber et al., 1981 and Chew and Machtey, 1981) . Moreover, if we let a = 0', 0' the degree of NP-complete problems, and if we assume that N # sV~ then, for each intermediate NP-degree e, we obtain a minimal pair of degrees of NPsets incomparable with e. So the class of minimal pairs of NP-degrees is unbounded in NP-{0'}. It is natural to ask the following questions on possible extensions of our embedding theorem: (1) Can the embeddings be chosen to preserve both the least and the greatest elements? (2) Are there any nondistributive lattices which can be embedded in the polynomial time degrees?
In Ambos-Spies (to appear) we negatively answer the first question for p-m-degrees. There is a nonzero recursive p-m-degree a which is not supremum of a minimal pair. So there is no embedding of the two atom Boolean lattice into the interval [0, a] which preserves 0 and 1. It follows that no somewhere complemented lattice can be embedded into the interval [0, a] by a map which preserves 0 and 1, i.e., no lattice 5 ° containing elements x, y¢ {0, 1} such that O=xc~y and xuy= 1 has such an embedding. On the other hand, in Ambos-Spies (1986) we show that every finite distributive lattice which is nowhere complemented can be embedded in every interval of polynomial time degrees by maps which preserve both the least and the greatest elements. The answer to the second question depends on the underlying reducibility notion. In Ambos-Spies (1984) we have shown that the upper semilattices of the polynomial time degrees of recursive sets with respect to p-btt, p-tt, p-d, and p-T reducibilities are nondistributive (in the u.s.1, sense) and as we shall show elsewhere these structures, as well as the p-c-degrees, indeed possess nondistributive sublattices. The structures of p-m-and p-l-tt-degrees, however, are distributive. -Spies, 1984) . The u.s.l, of p-m (p-l-tt) (Assuming ~ ~ ~A#~) 5O can be embedded in NP~ (NP~ ,).
LEMMA (Ambos
We conclude this section with an application of our embedding results to the structure of the p-r2-degrees contained in a single p-r~-degree, where r2 is stronger than r~ (r~, r2E {m, 1-tt, btt, tt, c, d 
APPLICATIONS
In this final section we use the embedding theorem to gain some insight in the distribution of the polynomial time degrees of sets with certain interesting structural properties. We will consider three examples: nonselfdual sets, non-mitotic sets, and (assuming X~ ¢c~Y~) sets which can be p-T-reduced to some ~A/~-set but which are themselves neither in X~ nor in c~Jff~. The classes of these sets (for the last example an appropriate superclass) share the following property. The following theorem gives some information on the structure of the polynomial time degrees of normal classes. We now give some examples of normal classes.
Selfdual Sets
The p-many-one reducibility can be distinguished from the p-l-tt and weaker polynomial time reducibilities by the fact that in general a set cannot be p-m-reduced to its complement (Ladner, Lynch, and Selman, 1975) . A set A for which A ~<Pm A holds (or A = ~ or A = Z'*) is called selfdual; otherwise A is non-selfduaL Note that for any A, A @ _4 is selfdual. So any polynomial 1-tt-degree contains a selfdual set. Moreover any polynomial time computable set is selfdual. Also note that for selfdual A and B =Pro A, B and B are selfdual too. So in particular the class of Selfdual sets is closed under finite variants and, for non-selfdual A, A ® if5 and ~ q3 A fail to be selfdual too.
THEOREM. The class of non-selfdual recursive sets is normal
Proof Since Ladner et aL (1975) have shown that non-selfdual sets exist, by the above remarks it suffices to show that, for any recursive set B, the class 5e~(~<p B)= {A: A selfdual and A ~<Pm B} is r.p. The following inductively defined recursive set U is universal for 6e@(~<PB):For m, ne N and x~Z* let u ((m'n) 
and u((m'n))(X)= 0 otherwise. Note that U ((re'n))= A if A ~<P B via fro and A ~<P A via fn; otherwise U ((m,n) ) is finite.
P-mitotic Sets
A set A is called p-r-mitotic if, for some B ~ ~, A =P A n B =f A n B (in case of r=m, ~ and X* are assumed to be mitotic too). Intuitively speaking, p-mitotic sets can be efficiently split into two parts, both of the same complexity as the whole set. Thus p-mitoticity expresses some kind of redundancies in a given problem. It seems that all "natural" sets have this property. E.g., any p-cylinder is p-mitotic and, for any set A, A @ A is pmitotic (cf. Ambos-Spies, 1984a) . So any polynomial time degree contains a p-mitotic set. For a detailed study of p-mitotic sets we refer the reader to Ambos-Spies (1984a). There we have shown that non-p-T-mitotic sets exist (and thus non-p-r-mitotic sets for the other reducibility notions r). We also show there, however, that there is a nonzero p-m-degree which consists only of p-m-mitotic sets. 
(~)(y)=(U(~)nP,)(f~(y)))and (fm(Y) < X ~ U(S)(y) = (U(S) ~ ff ,)(fm(Y)))]
and U(S)(x) = 0 otherwise. Note that either U(S) =fi I(A), U (s) =fk-~ ( U (~) c~ P,), and U (~) =fro ~ (U(~) c~ P~) or U (s) is finite.
In a similar way one can show that for the variants of mitoticity introduced in Ambos-Spies (1984a) the classes of non-mitotic sets are normal too.
A~-Sets
While any set p-m-reducible to a set in JV~ (c~X~) is in ~V~ (c~V'~) too, it is an open problem whether any set p-T-reducible to an X~-set is again in X~. The class of the latter sets is denoted by AP, A p= {A: 3BeJV'~ (A ~<PB)} = {A:A ~<PC}, C some Y~-complete problem. Since A~<PZ for any A, X~ u coJff~ ~_ 3~. Moreover, ~ff~ ~ cz~ff~ implies that JV'~ u c~X~ is properly contained in A~. 
